
Model Description RETAIL Warranty

IP Voice Telephony 0.9 0.9
GXP1610 Small-Medium Business IP Phone 48.46€                   

Single SIP account, up to 2 call appearances, 3 XML programmable 
context-sensitive soft keys, 3-way conference, multi-language 
support.

Full-duplex hands-free speakerphone with advanced acoustic echo 
cancellation, Electronic Hook Switch (EHS) with Plantronics headsets.

GXP1625 Small-Medium Business HD IP Phone 56.00€                   
132*48 pixel backlit graphical LCD display.

2 dual-color line keys (with 2 SIP accounts and up to 2 call 
appearances), 3 XML programmable context-sensitive soft keys,    3-
way conference.

HD wideband audio, PoE Port ,superb full-duplex hands-free 
speakerphone with advanced acoustic echo cancellation and excellent 
double-talk performance.
GXP1628 Small-Medium Business HD IP Phone 80.00€                   
132 x 48 backlit LCD display.
2 dual-color line keys (with 2 SIP accounts and up to 2 call 
appearances), 3 XML programmable context-sensitive soft keys,    8 
BLF keys, 3-way conference, multi-language support.

Dual-switched Gigabit network ports, integrated PoE, HD wideband 
audio, full-duplex hands-free speakerphone with advanced acoustic 
echo cancellation, Electronic Hook Switch (EHS) with Plantronics 
headsets.
GXP1630 Small Business Gigabit HD IP Phone 102.00€                 
3 SIP accounts, 3 line keys, 4-way conferencing, 3 XML programmable 
context-sensitive soft keys.
HD audio on speakerphone and handset.
Dual-switched Gigabit ports, integrated PoE.
8 dual-colored BLF/speed dial keys.
EHS support for Plantronics headsets.
Up to 500 contacts, call history up to 200 records.
GXP2130 v2 Enterprise HD IP Phone 95.00€                   
3 dual-color line keys (with 3 SIP accounts). 4 programmable context 
sensitive soft keys. Up to 4-way conferencing, and 8 dual-color BLF 
extension keys.
320x240 TFT color LCD.
Dual switched auto-sensing,  Gigabit network ports, PoE, EHS 
(Electronic Hook-Switch) with Plantronics headsets.
Automated provisioning using TR-069 or AES encrypted XML 
configuration file, TLS/SRTP/HTTPS,  for advanced security and privacy 
protection.
Integrated real-time web applications [weather, currency, etc.].
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GXP2140 Enterprise IP Telephone 115.00€                 

Linux-based device that includes 4 lines, 5 XML programmable soft 
keys, and 5-way conferencing.
480x272 TFT color LCD , Gigabit , PoE ports.
Automated provisioning using TR-069 or AES encrypted XML 
configuration file, TLS/SRTP/HTTPS for advanced security and privacy 
protection.
Integrated real-time web applications [weather, currency, RSS news 
(pending), etc.]

GXP2160 Enterprise IP Telephone 140.00€                 
480x272 TFT color LCD , Gigabit , PoE ports.
6 dual-color line keys (with 6 SIP accounts). 5 programmable context-
sensitive soft keys. Up to 5-way conferencing and  24 dual-color BLF 
extension keys.
Automated provisioning using TR-069 or AES encrypted XML 
configuration file. TLS/SRTP/HTTPS for advanced security and privacy 
protection.

Integrated real-time web applications [weather, currency, etc.].
GXP2135 Enterprise IP Telephone 95.00€                   

• 8 lines, 4 SIP accounts, 4 XML programmable context-sensitive soft 
keys
• Dual switched, auto-sensing Gigabit ports, built-in PoE

• 32 digitally programmable and customizable BLF/speed-dial keys
• Built-in Bluetooth for syncing headsets and     mobile devices for 
contact books, calendars & call transferring
• HD audio on the handset and speakerphone; full duplex 
speakerphone

• Supports EHS compatible Plantronics headsets

• 4-way audio conferencing for easy conference calls
GXP2170 Enterprise IP Telephone 175.00€                 

12 dual-color line keys (with 6 SIP accounts), 5 XML programmable 
context-sensitive soft keys.

Dual switched auto-sensing 10/100/1000Mbps Gigabit network ports.
48 digitally programmable & customizable BLF/fastdial keys, and 
supports up to 4 cascaded GXP2200EXT Modules.
Built-in Bluetooth for syncing headsets and mobile devices for contact 
books, calendars & call transferring.
HD audio to maximize audio quality and clarity; full duplex speaker 
phone.

Built-in PoE to power the devices and give it a network connection.

Supports EHS compatible Plantronics’s headsets.

5-way audio conferencing for easy conference calls.
DP715 - VoIP DECT Phone 79.00€                   
DECT base station registers up to 5 DECT handsets and talks to up to 4 
handsets concurrently.

Advanced telephony features including Caller ID, Call Waiting,       3-
Way Conference, Transfer, Forward, Do Not Disturb, Message Waiting 
Indication(Stutter Tone), auto talk, multi-language voice prompt, 
flexible dial plan.

Secure and automated provisioning using HTTP/HTTPS/Telnet/TFTP, 
multiple SIP accounts, SIP over TCP/TLS, SRTP.
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SRP

GXP2200EXT Expansion Module 115.00€                 
GXP2140, GXP2200, and GXV3240 Enterprise IP phones.

The module includes 20 extension keys and 2 arrow keys for page 
switching (allowing for 40 lines to be displayed), with a large LCD 
screen for easy viewing.
Add up to 4 modules for a total of 160 extensions.
Large 128x384 graphic LCD providing feature-rich graphics.

IP Video Telephony SRP

GXV3275 IP Multimedia Phone for Android™ 310.00€                 

6 lines with up to 6 SIP accounts including FREE IPVideoTalk account 
with video mail, up to 6-way audio conference and       3-way video 
conference, phonebook with up to 1000 contacts, call history with up 
to 1000 records.
Dual switched auto-sensing, 10/100/1000Mbps Gigabit network 
ports, Wi-Fi (802.11b/g/n), PoE+, Bluetooth, USB, SD, HDMI, EHS with 
Plantronics headsets support.
7" (1024×600) capacitive (5 points) touch screen TFT LCD, mega pixel 
CMOS sensor camera with privacy shutter.
HD wideband audio, full-duplex hands-free speakerphone with 
advanced acoustic echo cancellation.

Runs the Android™ Operating System 4.2 and offers full access to the 
Google Play Store - which includes thousands of business productivity 
apps such as Skype, Microsoft Lync, Salesforce1, GoToMeeting.
GXV3240 Multimedia IP Phone for Android™ 200.00€                 
4.3 inch (480×272) capacitive (5 points) touch screen TFT LCD, mega 
pixel CMOS sensor camera with privacy shutter.

6 lines with up to 6 SIP accounts including FREE IPVideoTalk account 
with video mail, up to 6-way audio conference and 3-way video 
conference, phonebook with up to 1000 contacts, call history with up 
to 1000 records.
Integrate with Grandstream’s GXV-series of IP video surveillance 
cameras to view live camera feeds and to receive alerts/alarms from IP 
cameras installed on the same network.
HD wideband audio, full-duplex hands-free speakerphone with 
advanced acoustic echo cancellation.
Offers a multi-platform video conferencing solution (Grandstream’s 
Free IPVideoTalk, Skype, Microsoft Lync, and more).
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Conferencing SRP

GVC3200 Full HD Video Conferencing System 3,615.00€              
Advanced Video Support – 1080p Full-HD video, up to 9-way video 
conferences, support for 3 monitor outputs through 3 HDMI outputs, 
and a PTZ camera with 12x zoom.

Extremely powerful hardware platform includes a sophisticated MCU 
engine allowing up to 9-way hybrid-protocol conferencing with no 
external MCUs/servers or extra software licenses; high performance 
hardware ISP (Image Signal Processing) engine that ensures an industry 
leading video experience.

Features industry leading flexibility as it can communicate with popular 
third-party SIP video conferencing platforms. It is also based on the 
Android operating system and therefore can utilize Android apps (for 
example, Skype and Google Hangouts) for video conferencing.
This open standard SIP system can be installed in three simple steps 
and features a built-in MCU in order to make installlation as easy as 
possible.

Plug and Play connection to Grandstream's IPVideoTalk Pro video 
conferencing service makes setting up and using the GVC3200 easy. 
Users can also easily share content with other viewers by connecting 
their laptop or computer to the GVC3200 HDMI or VGA inputs.
GAC2500 Android Entrerprise Conference Phone 540.00€                 
Android 4.4 based with native support for Skype, Lync, Google 
Hangout, SIP, etc.
3x microphones with 3.6m voice pickup range, 1x 8W speaker with 
4.5m coverage range.
World-class high fidelity sound quality with audio bandwidth of up to 
14KHz.
Embedded audio conference bridge to host 6-way conference with 
local mixing.
4.3" 480x272 capacitive touch screen color LCD with flexible 
customization capability.
Gigabit network port with PoE, integrated Bluetooth, USB, headset 
jacks.
Support G.711, G729a/B, G.722, G.722.1/G.722.1c, Opus, iLBC voice 
codec.

Support daisy chainging depoyment in large conference rooms.

Gateways and ATAs SRP
GXW4216/24/32/48 FXS Analog VoIP Gateway 486.19€                 
GXW4216/24/32 x RJ11 FXS ports plus & 1/1/2 x 50 pin Telco 
connectors GXW4248: 2 50 pin Telco connectors. 714.34€                 
Gigabit Ethernet and a backlit 128x32 graphic display with support for 
multiple languages. 881.12€                 

4 SIP Server profiles per system and independent SIP account per port. 1,227.27€              
HandyTone 701 (HT701) ATA 40.91€                   
Single FXS telephone port (supporting 5 REN) single 10/100M Ethernet 
port.
LEDs for Power, Internet, LINK/ACT, and Phone status.
Strong security protection of voice/data privacy using TLS/SRTP/HTTPS, 
secure and automated provisioning using TR069 and 
HTTP/HTTPS/TFTP.
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HandyTone 702/704 (HT702/704) ATA
2 FXS port (HT702) or 4 FXS port (HT704), supporting 3 REN and single 
10/100M Ethernet port. 51.92€                   

Advanced telephony features including caller ID, call waiting,        3-
way conference, transfer, forward, do not disturb, message waiting 
indication, multi-language voice prompt, T.38 Fax, flexible dial plan. 129.02€                 
Strong security protection of voice/data privacy using TLS/SRTP/HTTPS, 
secure and automated provisioning using    TR069 and 
HTTP/HTTPS/TFTP.
HandyTone 502 (HT502) ATA
2 FXS analog telephone ports (RJ11), dual 10/100 Mbps ports with 
integrated NAT router. 56.64€                   

3-way voice conference, transfer, forward, do not disturb, message 
indicator, multi-language voice prompts, T.38 fax, flexible dial plan 
and more.
Supports up to 2 SIP accounts.
Advanced telephony features include caller ID, call waiting.
Status LED for power, telephone and network ports, and message 
waiting indication.
HandyTone 503 (HT503) ATA
1 FXS analog telephone ports (RJ11), 1 PSTN line FXO port, dual 10/100 
Mbps ports with integrated NAT router. 72.38€                   
Advanced telephony features include caller ID, call waiting.
3-way voice conference, transfer, forward, do not disturb, message 
indicator, multi-language voice prompts, T.38 fax, flexible dial plan 
and more.
Supports up to 2 SIP accounts.
Status LED for power, telephone and network ports, and message 
waiting indication.
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IP PBX SRP
UCM6100 Series
Supports up to 500 SIP endpoint registrations, up to 60 concurrent 
calls and up to 32 conference attendees. 400.00€                 

1GHz ARM Cortex A8 processor.
512 MB DDR Ram, 4GB NAND Flash. 515.00€                 

Integrated 2/4/8/16 PSTN trunk FXO ports, 2 analog telephone FXS 
ports with lifeline capability and up to 50 SIP trunk accounts.

Gigabit network ports with Integrates PoE, USB, SD card.

UCM6102 includes an integrated NAT router and built-in firewall.
885.00€                 

Comprehensive security protection using SRTP, TLS and HTTPS with 
hardware encryption accelerator, Fail2ban, Whitelist, Blacklist, alerts 
and more to protect against attacks.
UCM6510 
Supports up to 2000 SIP endpoint registrations, up to 200 concurrent 
calls and up to 64 conference attendees. 1,450.00€              
1GHz quad-core Cortex A9 processor.
1GB DDR3 Ram, 32GB Flash.
1 Integrated T1/E1/J1 interface, 2PSTM trunk FXO ports, 2 analog 
telephone/Fax FXS ports with lifeline capability, Unlimited SIP trunk 
accounts.
Gigabit network ports with Integrates PoE, USB, SD card, integrated 
NAT router.
Comprehensive security protection using SRTP, TLS and HTTPS with 
hardware encryption accelerator.
Quickly setup and provision Grandstream ednpoints using the Auto-
Discovery and Zero Config feature within the product’s web user 
interface.

GVR3550 Network Video Recorder (NVR) 307.6923077
Up to 24 channels of 720p HD or 12 channels of 1080p HD 
audio/video real-time recording.
Fully customizable recording rules: time based, event based, manual or 
automatic.
Automatic discovery for IP cameras on the local network.
Up to 4 SATA 3.5” internal hard drives with maximum 16TB storage and 
RAID 0 or RAID 1 configurations.
Complete security features including role based access control, 
event/system logs and hard drive content encryption.
GVR3552 Network Video Recorder (NVR)
Up to 16 channels of 720p or 8 channels of 1080p HD audio/video real-
time recording. 261.5384615
Fully customizable recording rules; time-based, event based, manual 
or automatic.
Automatic discovery of Grandstream IP Cameras.
Up to 2 SATA 2.5” internal hard drives with maximum 4TB storage and 
RAID 0 or RAID 1 configurations.
Complete security features including role based access control, 
event/system logs and hard drive content encryption.
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GXV3610_HD v2/GXV3610_FHD v2 Day/Night HD Fixed Dome IP 
Camera
GXV3610_HD: 1.2 megapixel Progressive Scan CMOS image sensor, 
720p resolution, 3.6mm lens. 146.33€                 
GXV3610_FHD: 3.1 megapixel Progressive Scan CMOS image sensor, 
1080p resolution, 3.6mm lens. 176.22€                 

Advanced multi-streaming rate real-time H.264, Motion JPEG.
IP66-certified weatherproof casing.
Integrated Power-over-Ethernet (802.3af).
Supports Motion Detection and can send notifications when security 
events occur to IP Video Phones, IP Phones, screenshot to email, and 
more.

GXV3611IR_HD Indoor Infrared Fixed Doma HD IP Camera
1 megapixel Progressive Scan CMOS image sensor,                 720p 
resolution, 2.8mm lens.
Advanced multi-streaming rate real-time H.264, Motion JPEG.
Integrated Power-over-Ethernet (802.3af). 119.58€                 
Supports Motion Detection and can send notifications when security 
events occur to IP Video Phones, IP Phones, screenshot to email, and 
more.
Includes built-in speaker, microphone and SD card slot for local 
storage.
Integrate with third party speakers, microphones, intercom systems, 
sirens, alarms, alarm devices such as door sensors and third party 
motion sensors, and more.
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GXV3662_FHD Vandal-Resistant & Weatherproof FHD IP Camera

High quality 1.2 Megapixels or 3.1 Megapixels CMOS sensor and lens.

Advanced multi-streaming rate real-time H.264, 
Motion JPEG at 720p resolutions.
Alarm input & output, audio input & output.

SD slot for local storage, 24MB pre/post event recording buffer.

Support Motion Detection and Notification on PC Client. 232.87€                 
Built-in high performance streaming server to allow 10+ simultaneous 
viewers.
Embedded video analytics and SIP/VoIP support.
Support both variable bit rate and variable frame rate.
Integrated Power-over-Ethernet (802.3af).
Full Onvif conformance with extensions in the near future.
GXV3672 v2 series Outdoor Day/Night HD IP Camera
GXV3672 v2 series includes 4 models: GXV3672_HD, GXV3672_FHD, 
GXV3672_HD_36, and GXV3672_FHD_36
GXV3672_HD and GXV3672_FHD offer an 8mm lens, which is ideal for 
distance monitoring. 146.33€                 
GXV3672_HD_36 and GXV3672_FHD_36 offer a 3.6mm lens, which is 
ideal for wide-angle, close-proximity monitoring. 176.22€                 
High quality 1.2 Megapixel and 3.1 Megapixel CMOS sensor and HD 
lens.
Advanced multi-streaming rate real-time H.264, Motion JPEG at 720p 
and 1080p resolutions at full frame rate.

Supports Motion Detection and can send notifications when security 
events occur to IP Video Phones, IP Phones, screenshot to email, etc.

Smart IR functionality to maximize white balance/exposure and the 
ability to turn the IR LEDs on/off using the product's web user 
interface.
Wide Dynamic Range (WDR) supported by GXV3672_FHD.
GXV3674 v2 series Outdoor Day/Night IP Camera
GXV3674_HD_VF: 1.2 megapixel Progressive Scan CMOS image sensor, 
720p resolution. 176.22€                 
GXV3674_FHD_VF: 3.1 megapixel Progressive Scan CMOS image 
sensor, 1080p resolution. 213.99€                 

High quality 1.2 Megapixel CMOS sensor and vari-focal HD lens with 
DC-IRIS, convenient to zoom or focus without opening the case.

Supports Motion Detection and can send notifications when security 
events occur to IP Video Phones, IP Phones, screenshot to email, etc.
Smart IR functionality to maximize white balance/exposure and the 
ability to turn the IR LEDs on/off using the product's web user 
interface.
Wide Dynamic Range (WDR) supported by GXV3674_FHD.
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